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Abstract P angle of side slip
r emissive yield

According to the electrical power 9 scaling parameter (clef. Eq.(7))
system of the future spacecraft, its power , Debye length
i-:-el is foreseen to increase as high as 5 normalized length (L2/U.)
I[i kWi in 1990's. It is advisable in such a r period of pendulum
<c e to suppress the mass increase due to 0 normalized potential (eV.'E)
the current-capacity increase of the wire , angle measured from normal
hlrness by supplying the power at high Q ion plasma frequency
voltage. It is also desirable to directly
drive high voltage equipments by solar Subscript
-ells connected in series without dc-dc A solar array
converter and loss in it. On the other es back scattering
i:id. increase in the bus voltage of tie e electron
soiar array causes undesirable interference f application point in pendulum
'. Ih the ionospheric plasma when the i ion
spacecraft fly in the Low Earth Orbit j J-th part in pendulum
(LEO). The purposes of this work are to LEO condition at LEO

'::u merically and experimentally the Lab condition at laboratory
!I -i eer11n:e phenomena on the High Voltage n neutral particle
SlI Jr Array (HVSA) by the ionospheric s sensing point in pendulum
plasma. In this study new interactions. se secondary electron
naiiely. the influence of ion drag on the sp sputtering

acer(,af t otion and the surface v weight point in pendulum
j.:: a'ljt ion by sputtering will be pointed

st. Superscript
as for drift velocity

Nomanclature
I.Introduction

B megnetic field strength
c unit vector of cord In parallel with the enhancement of
CL scaling parameter (def. Eq.(6)) human activities in the space larger
D length of sheath electrical power is required. The space
,i displacement of pendulum power issues are the acquisition, storage,
d unit vector of drag transfer and conversion, which may impose
E kinetic energy constraints on the space activities.
e charge of electron Associated with the large electrical power
F force the efficient generation and transfer can
F ion for:e vector be made by high voltage, which will save
y gravitational acceleration the mass of power cable and eliminate the
h length from hinge in pendulum loss in dc-dc converters. The Skylab in
I moment of inertia 1973 adopted about 30 V as bus voltage, and
k Boltzman constant the NASA Space Station will employ 250 V.
L length of HVSA The higher the voltage becomes. however.
I mean free path the stronger impact is imposed on the
I unit vector of lift spacecraft by the space plasma
ia mass interaction . Especially it seems to be

particle density severe for the solar array, of which the
n unit normal of HVSA surface interconnects between the solar cells art-
p unit vector of side slip force exposed to the space plasma. If the space
R Larmor radius plasma interferes significantly with the
s unit vector of span solar array, some protections may be
T temperature required. for example, insulation of the
I- orbital velocity interconnects. The excessive protections,
u unit vector of orbital velocity however, result in endurance. weight and

S potential cost penalty and endanger the usefulness of
v particle veloc'ty the solar array. For these reasons the
j angle of atta:k space plasma Interactioni with the high

voltage solar array (HVSA) is 1 timeily
Research Associate topic and worth to be studied as one of the

** Graduate Student key technologies for the space activities
+ Professr, Associate Fellow AIAA/ in future.

Director JSASS
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plasma ionization mean free mean free Debye satellite The characteristic length L. 5 m HVSA span
density rate path of path of length orbital is shorter than the various mean free paths

neutral ion and velocity 1. whereas longer than the plasma Debye
particle electron length A., . These conditions sat isfy the

basic conditions of the Langmuir probe
5xl0scm' 0.05 60km 4kl 0.5cm 7.6km/sec theory and permit the particles to be

regarded as plasma moving without collision
temperature average thermal Larmor near the HVSA.

molecular velocity radius
weight I >> L >> k, . (2)

electron 0.2eV 250km/sec 3cm The maximum array voltage \. the ion
ion 0.leV 16.7 1.4km/sec 7n kinetic energy E, and the electron

thermal energy kTe satisfy the following.able 1 Plasma parameters in LEO at relations.
500 kin altitude,:.

The interference of the HVSA can be e\ >> E, >> kT, . (3)
viewed as follows. The space charge sheath
is formed around the conductive surface of where the voltage VAapplied to the HVSA is
the HVSA at some potential referring to the assumed to be 500 V at its tip. The Larmor
plasma potential, and collects ions and radii Ri' and R of the ion for the drift
electrons. The charge transfer and momentum and thermal velocities are larger than L
osxchange between the HVSA and the plasma while that of electron R, with reference to

result in both the drain power and the the thermal velocity is smaller. Therefore
spacecraft drag. respectively. The the geomagnetic field may have little
coverglasses of the solar cells are eroded effect on the ion collection by the HVSA in
by frequent particle collisions so that LEO.
their erosion or re-adhesion to themselves
l;my give damage to the power generation. Ri  >> R, > L >> R . (4)
The surface erosion by sputtering mechanism
lie to the ion collision have not been The HVSA is considered as a simple

opcrted yet because the bus voltage of the rectan.gular plate. That has a conductive
power system used in the space has been the surface on one side and an insulated
*;ame order of the threshold value of the surface on the other from the following
,;puttering mechanism. Moreover, the surface reason. In general the solar cell is mostly
discharges may induce electro-magnetic covered with glass, and the solar array

tii-rference with onboard instruments. A potential appears only at the
:t',ntial distribution in the HVSA relative interconnects, which is covered with the
to the ionospheric plasma adjusts itself as plasma sheath. Since the sheath thickness
to collect no net plasma current. The is larger than interval between the
electron impinges on the HVSA with its interconnects, the solar array is -entirely
theilmal velocity, whereas the ion does with covered with the sheath and electrically

he satellite orbital velocity. The behaves as a single conductive plate. In
lifference of the current densities between these days another type of the solar cell
r :c -pe'ies makes the potential in almost has been developed that has a. coverglass

-11 the parts of the HVSA to be lower than coated with a conductive paint . In such
the plasma potential and ions are collected a case the solar array is strictly a
in the accordance with the drift probe conductor because the conductive coverglass
characteristics. The ion collection is are connected electrically to one side of
essential to the interference of the HVSA cell electrodes.
with the ionospheric plasma.

The angles of attack a and side slip /3
The drain power was experimentally referring to the ion flow are shown in

studied by McCoy and Konradi (2) and Fig. 1. The drag d. side slip p, and lift I
analytically by Katz et al (3). They have are also seen there. They are defined
regarded the solar array as a stationary mathematically by unit vectors of orbital
i'ro.b. Knechtel and Pitts (4) made an velocity u. normal on the conductive

p.*:eriment on the ion drag acting on a surface n. and span from the wing root to
-ateilite model which is biased at the same tip s as follows.
rJer of voltage as the plasma thermal

energy. The present work is to study c = s x n
a.rialyt ially : and experimentally the _ u x n (U s90 .
,Irain pow.er and the ion forces for the = lu x nfi -
i je solar array which moves at the P = s a c-90 .
b. ltal speed being biased at highly d = - u

e.-gat ive voltage. I = d x p
Sill U = -(U . n)

2.Simulation Guideline sin f = -(p , c)
Drag = (F . d)

The plasma parameters in LEO at 500 km Lift = (F . 1)
Ilt:turie where the space station is Side Slip = (F . p) . (5)
designed are summarized in Table I '. In
this condition the electron thermal The unit side slip vector p is dependent on
,elo( ity v. is larger than the satellite the angle of attack a. Under 3=0. the
orbital velocity U. whereas the ion thermal conditions at a=-90. 0 and -9j are called
one v is smaller. Ions are. therefore. "ram". "airplane" and "wake" niodes.
approximated to impinge on the satellite respectively. with regard to the relation
v ith 1' while electron with %. between the conductive surface and the

Plasma flow. The position on1 the HVSA iP
v. >> I" >> v (). indicated by the spanwise and chordwise
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high vacuum and the uniform plasma flow.
etc. The experimental simulation using
small size model was conducted in the
laboratory based on a similarity law. which
required more dense plasma than that in
LEO. In the simulated plasma environment
Inequalities (1). (2) and (3) must be met.

DRAG The mean free paths for ion-electron and
d ion-neutral should be selected for

WING Inequarity (2) in the laboratory. As for
TIP the magnetic field. Assumption (5) requires

CONDCTIVELIT TRAIL the following relation instead of
SURFACE G Inequality (4):

INSULATED ORMA R >> L . (8)
SURFACE

n i The CL parameter defined in the former
SPAN CHORD paragraph must be equal to those in LEO.

The normalized electron temperature. 9, do
ANGLE OF ROOT not have to equal as long as Inequality (3)
SIDE SLIP, 13 is met, in other words, the plasma flow is

ION super-sonic because the characteristics of
ANGLE OF // L , the electron little affect the ion
ATTAC_ , 7 <._L _"_ collection by the HVSA.

< ORBITAL
VOCITYu 3.Numerical Simulation

The fundamental equations were solved
Iteratively until a self-consistent

Fij. I Coordinate system. solution was obtained using the particle
tracking method. The ion current collected
by the HVSA was estimated with 10 %

.~ it. 1i percentage of respective array addition to the calculated result for
limiens ions. consideration of the secondary electron

effect. The ion drag and lift were
As stated above, the ion properties calculated using the accommodation

affect more significantly the interference coefficients. More details are given in
ri the HVSA rather than those of electron. Ref. (5).

IL this voirk the interference of the HVSA
iith ionospheric plasma is studied about 4.Experimental Simulation
the ion collection, namely assuming almost
all the area of the HVSA to have negative Vacuum System and Plasma Source
potential relative to the plasma. The
i-~cuptlons are summarized as follows. All the simulation were carried out in

the space chamber which had 1.5 m length
1. Ionospheric environment is regarded and 2.8 m diameter. The space chamber made

as plasina. of stainless steel and grounded to the
2. Electrons are in thermal equilibrium, earth electrically were evacuated by an oil
3. Ions have zero temperature, diffusion pump which had the pumping speed
4. Plasma particles move without of 4,300 litters/min. The diffusion pump

collision, was backed by an oil rotary pump of
5. Geomagnetic field is ignored. 3.000 litters/min pumping speed. The
6. HVSA acts as a simple plate that has pressure in the space chamber was around

a conductive surface on one side and 2 x 10"6 torr before the gas was supplied.
has an insulated on the other.

The plasma flow was generated by a
Poisson's and the kinetic equations steady-state Hall type accelerator 3 .

i fundamental. In one-dimensional which ionizes gas and accelerates ions by
,niclition t;o scaling parameters. CL and .8 Lorentz force due to Hall current and
i!e introduced as follows, external magnetic field. The operational

conditions were typically 2 A in discharge
L- E.'(- current. 105 V in discharge voltage.

CL = 
(T Q(eVJ) '. 6) 0.85 mg/sec in mass flow rate using argon

gas and 2 x 1~' torr in back pressure.
kL= e (7) The plasma parameters were measured bythe Langmuir probe, the retarding potential

,eie they are also described using 04 and analyzer, the time of flight method. the
. The CL is induced from the Child- optical multi-channel analyzer (OIA) and

Fingniiur equation converted from the Hall sensor. The spectrum of the plasma
::nJiamiental equations. The former parameter plume was observed by OMA, and only for AI
has significance in the interaction of the and All were identified. In the downstream
HVSA because the latter is determined by region at 13 cm from the exit of the
Iuequarity (3). On the other hand. ( and S accelerator the following plasma was
3re available to understand individually produced in the space chamber:
the array potential and the array length at
the specific environmiient. . = 5.0 x 10" cm :

T. = 2.2 eV
A real-sized siimulation on the ground E. 36 eV

is not realistic if one considers the N. 7 x 10 :cm
dimension of available space chamber, the B 9 G
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Eq. (1) Eqs. (2), (8) Eq. (3)

4 e TT v. - U I ... R. ' L . As CL-= a = -T< 1

500V 1.6m 2.3xIO's" , 0"2eVLEO v = 100 7. 6 k/s 
0 

49 250ka/s> 7.6km/s 4k. -. 40m 1. 6a 0.5cm 2.4 - =4x10-l

3.6kV 4.4I5IO'sI 2.2e500V
lab. 36 100 4.4c I. xOs"'4 9 880km/s>, 13km/ 30.40cm,4a >4.4c 0.2m 2.4 -- =6x 10- 136eV 33ka/s -.6kv

Table 2 Comparison between plasma environments in LEO and in laboratory.

Table 2 shows comparisons between the and lift were measured by the pendulum
conditions in LEO and the laboratory. method. The baseline model was suspended
According to the similarity law the plasma by ceramic rods and tungsten wire from the
generated in the space chamber achieves the ceiling of the space chamber and supplied
conditions stated in the preceeding power through a flexible cable insulated by
section. The solar array of 1.6 m length Teflon. The swing of the pendulum system
and 500 V as the bus voltage in LEO is along the direction of the drag or the lift
simulated by a model of 4.4 cm and 3.6 kV was detected by the optical displacement
in the laboratory. It has concluded from sensor, KEYENCE PA-1810. with the accuracy
the probability of ionization that the of a micron meter. This pendulum method was
argon ions accelerated by the potential of calibrated by two ways. One is the way to
the solar array model will not generate an find a functional relation of displacement
additional plasma in these conditions. The of the pendulum system and a known force
-.lectron collection by the HVSA also can be using the road cell. KYOWA 120T-5B. Another
,imulated qualitatively in the laboratory way is to find the moment of inertia about

since the normalized electron temperature. the pendulum system from the change of the
9. is the same order of that in LEO. swinging period r by addition of a known

weight. The dynamics of a pendulum
Solar Array Models represent the following equations:

The characteristics of total ion Fh = g(Emihj + mh ) sin/,
:e' t . io drag and lift and potential

distribution were measured by a simple gd
tungsten plate insulated one side by boron- 

=  Ih-('mhj + m,w . (9)

nitride plate of 4.4 cm length square and s
called "baseline" model. So as to enlarge I + , + m h 2
re cl, naiami range of the similarity law the =  2 - m ( 10)

" ,i!" model of 2 cr length square was
.c .d. where the notations are seen in Fig. 2. The

T is dependent functionally on h, as for a
The model divided into 3 x 3 specific weight. Eq. (10) is converted
': es was used so as to measure ion into:

!::vent distribution. It was consisted of
nice tungsten plates and boron-nitride mjh I + I
slibstratum of 4.4 cm square and named the h ug(,') -h = --- mg() + --- .(l)

-i..ented" model.
The characteristic of h.g(-j2i-h, and

All types of the solar array models g(d-)2 reveals the Zmjhj by measuring the
:xcept that used for the drag and lift swinging period with variable h, using the
measurement could be located and rotate known weight so that the displacement can
with respect to the flow by a X-Y table correspond with the force by Eq. (9). The
*ombined with a stepping motor in the space two calibrations coincide well each other.
chamber. The friction of the pendulum system

estimated by reduction of the amplitude of
Electrical Circuit the swing is 0.05 mgf. The total accuracy

is less than +5 % and ±2 mgf which results
The models were biased at as low as from the errors in the calibration, finite

-. L from the ground within 10 V accuracy
b. a constant voltage power supply through PENDULUM

Sfine cable. Total ion current collected , SYSTEM
b>- the models was monitored by a shunt "~
resister with the accuracy less than I % of i
iet'sured value. In the measurement of the Ih h h. h
ion current distribution us i ng the i f
isjmented model biased uniformly the ion Jt ART
. 'rrent si gna from each segment was -m
transferred to a pen recorder by the
photoroupler. SHARP PC511. Every
photocoupler was calibrated separately
about its characteristic of input current F ----
and output voltage taking of non-linearly _____
into account. The accuracy of the current
measurement is within +3 % due to the
effect by ambient temperature. The d
potential drop by the photocoupler with a / OPTICAL
protection circuit is less than 3 V. DISPLACEMENT

SENSOR
Drag and Lift '.leasurement Fig. 2 Geometry and notation for

calibration of ion force mieasuremlent method
The characteristi(s of the ion drag by us.iing moment of inertia.
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length of the pendulum, the lift (or the 5.\umerical and Experile::tal Results
drag). respective to the drag (or the lift).
the friction and the displacement sensor. Chiaracteristics of Ion Current

Observation by Video Camera The ion current dependences for the
calculation and the experiment on the CL

The experimental simulation using the parameter are shown in Fig. 3 in the ram
similarity law enabled to observe some and the airplane modes. The ion current is
phenomena by a conventional video camera normalized to the ion current ratio by
owing to the brightness of the dense unbiased ram current. The circle and cross
plasma. The observation of some phenomena symbols represent the results by the
in dilute plasma requires a special baseline and the small models with the
instrument, for example, low light TV tungsten electrode, respectively. The
camera. By a digital image converter the experiments were performed as for the HVSA
photograph was processed into equi-darkness corresponding to 0.5 m - 3.1 m array length
contours. and 63 V - 470 V array potential in LEO.

The data of two models overlap smoothly
Emissive Probe with each other, and agree well with the

solid curve representing the numerical
Potential distribution around the result. By increasing.the CL parameter, the

baseline model was measured by an emissive ion current ratio for the ram mode seems to
probe mounted on a X-Y table which was converge to unity, while that for the
driven by a microcomputer with 0.1 mm airplane mode to zero. The data of both ram
resolution. The probe was made of thoriated and airplane modes look to converge to each
tungsten wire of 0.2 mm diameter and heated other as the CL parameter decreases.
by a 5 A current. The probe current was Especially for the airplane case the ion
measured with regard to probe location and current characteristic seems to be
analyzed by a microcomputer. When the probe proportional to -0.5 power of the CL
passes through the position having probe parameter.
potential. the emissive current from the
probe changes drastically to near zero. The dependence of the ion current on
Siij'h position was defined to correspond to the angle of attack is shown in Fig. 4 at
the maximum inclination of the current -2 kV the array potential. The ion currents
profile subtracted by the back ground are normalized by the unbiased ram current
plasma current. The results have the errors of each model. The experimental results of
of +1.3 mm in location and +5 V in the baseline and the small models, which
potential due to finiteness of the probe are obtained for 3.0 as the CL parameter.
i zc. the accuracy of the X-Y table and the agree perfectly with each other a.nd the
potential variation in the probe. The numerical result within the accuracy
emissive current was about 3 mA, which was represented by the error bars.
inlmch less than total current collected by,
the model. The electrons exhausted from the Characteristics of Ion Drag and Lift
i-::;]'s'e probe never affected the structure
of the sheath around the model as will be The experimental results of the ion
Ji:. ihied in Section 6. drag and lift are presented as a function

of the angle of attack in Fig. 5 at -2 kV
array potential with the numerical one.
They were obtained by measuring the

10

Symbol Liab
xxx XExp. 0 4.4cm

"O x X 2.0cm
o Z4s ac=-90/Ram mode

-0
oxx Woo o--

I1 de- Cal.

a= a =0/Ai rplane mode ° "c-a

Cal.

0. 1 1 10 100 1000

CL PARAMETOR
Fiq. 3 Dependences of 1or- current ratio on scaling
parameter at rain and airpline mtIo esi. Data of circl'e. cr'oss
symbols and solid curve represent results by baseline, small
models and calculation. respectively.
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displacement of the pendulum system in the they were biased in the ion beam. These
biased condition from the floating luminous patterns transformed depending on
condition which had already been affected the plasma density, the array potential and
by the aerodynamics force. The ion lift the angle of attack. They are thought to
represents negative sign due to the correspond to the current density
definition in Eqs. (5) and is never distribution. The luminous pattern in wake
produced at the ram and the wake modes mode is shown in Fig. 12. The arched areas
owing to the symmetory of the model. The without the luminescence exited on all
ion drag shows maximum at the ram mode and edges of the model and became larger with
turns negative, namely, acts as thrust at increasing the array potential and
positive angle of attack. decreasing the plasma density. A circular

shadow on the center of the model in
lesurement of Ion Sheath Fig. 12 is a head of screw which fixes the

electrode. The numerical simulation code
A dark area around the model was drew the similar figure to Fig. 12 as shown

observed in the bright ion beam and changed in Fig 13.
its configuration depending on the array
potential, the plasma density and the angle After many operations at the wake mode
of attack. The baseline model of a copper a pattern similar to that of the luminosity
electrode was observed from the direction and holes near the corners were observed on
perpendicular to both the ion beam vector the tungsten electrode. Frequent ion
and normal vector of the array surface in collision eroded the tungsten electrode and
the (:ases of the ram. airplane and ,wake made holes on it by the sputtering.
;jodes in Figs. 6. 7 and 8. The experiment

I: i;ln copper electrode enabled to observe The ion current distribution was
the dark area because of dimness on the measured with the segmented model in each
iectrode surface. The dark area is thin on angle of attack. The experimental result in

thei ram side, and thick in the wake though the wake mode is represented in Fig. 14 in
tihe array is biased uniformly. The dark the condition of 1.1 m equivalent array
ar'a enlarges with increase of the array length, 250 V equivalent array potential
i,)tential and with decrease of the plasma and 3.0 CL parameter with the calculated

i tiii t : for lack of the plasma shielding, one which is reconstructed to be compared
with. These value are normalized by the ion

Figures 9. 10 and 11 represent the current collected by a unit cell unbiased
e:iperimental results by the emissive probe in the ram mode. In all cases, corner cells
and are superimposed on the numerical collect more ions than edge cells. The
r sults of eqiipotential contours in three cells on the leading edge collects the more
!.:.i. Fr-,omi the emissive probe data were ion current in the airplane mode thant
I !entif ed the positions corresponding others. These results are in good agreement

-4U V and -400 V with respect to the plasma with those of the surface luminosity.
potential in the cross section at 50 %
span. Each cross bar represents the spatial 6.Discussion

Comparison with Calculation and Experiment
I ini t Di s t i hut ion

The results of the experimental
The models with tungsten and simulation include non-ideal factors in the

.. 1 bdenum glowed on their surfaces when plasma environment as well as the measuring

Sy.. CL No Ei V,./VLEo Li../LLO X CI N E
Exp. O 3.0 2.4x10 c ' 40eV -2kV/-250V 4.4c l/.li 40 Exp. 6.1 5.0xl0c10  36ev

* 3.0 1.3xl0"cm' 32eV -2kV/-310V 2.0c/ll.3 VI /VL o Liab/LLEO
C. 3.0 -2kV/-280V 4.4c/1.6a

- 20 Cal. 6.1
2 \ CL2 O cal. ORRG

0 0
ZC .al.

T LIFT
z 1 tyoical cal LIFT
o error bar -20

z typical
0-40 Serror oar

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90

RNGLE OF ATTRCK. dog ANGLE OF RTTRCK, dog
,j. 4 Dependence of ion current ratio Fig. 5 Dependences of ion drag and lift

. angie of attack. Data of baseline model on angle of attack. Experimental drag data
arL te'presented by open symbols. those of are represented by open symbols. those of
,ini ll model by solid. Solid curve lift by solid symbols. Solid curves
: rpi sents calculat ion resul t represent calculation results.
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accuracy. The latter has already been
described in Section 4. The effective
plasma density depends on the array
attitude and the extent of the ion sheath
because of the non-uniformity along and

_ across the ion beam. The comparison between
numerical and experimental results needs

M: some corrections about it, which is
represented as the typical error bar in all
figures.

Ion Current

The numerical code describes
quantitatively the ion current
characteristics of the experiment as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. The ion current ratio is
enhancement of the ion current collected by
the HVSA in biasing condition with
respective to in the ion saturation

CL a/node N E Vi.b/VLo L, b/LL condition. In other words, it can be
Exp. 3.0 90/Iake 2.4x1 cs- 40eV -2kV/-250V 4.4c/ll.1n considered to be the area ratio of ram

Fig. I- Lininosity pattern on baseline sheath surface with respect to the array
i.e urface at ,ake imode observed by surface since the ions are collected

camer a. through the sheath surface.

The ion current dependences on the CL
parameter are different between the ram and
airplane modes as shown in Fig. 3 and

.. . explained as follows. In the case of the
unbiased array, namely infinit CL
parameter. the ion current ratio is equal
to unity for the ram mode, whereas it
equals zero for the airplane mode because
of vanishing frontal area of the model in

Sthe ion flow direction. The increment of
the array potential or decrement of the

\ array size decreases the CL parameter and
thickens the ion sheath covering the model

Sso that both curves of ion current converge
gradually since the ions are collected
through the virtual surface area of the ion

SI sheath instead of the physical surface of
I- - the HVSA. For the case of the airplane mode

the ion current is approximately
proportional to the -0.5 power of the CL

CL a /mde parameter. The Child-Langmuir Law indicates
Cal. 3.0 90/,ake D w VA3/ " (D CLO 5) because the ion

current density is regarded as constant in
:j. 13 Equi-ion-current-density contours LEO. The virtual surface area of the ion

'm conductive surface at wake mode by sheath is considered proportional to the
n,,'eti ical simulation. first power of D owing to D < L in the

airplane condition of Fig. 3. Therefore.
the inclination of the ion current
characteristic at the airplane mode equals
-0.5 closely with obeying the law of Child-
Langmuir, though slight deviation may occur

4 due to three dimensional effects. The ion
currnt ratio is also dependent
significantly on whether or not the
insulated surface looks toward the ram

lI direction as seen in Fig. 4.

" In the numerical simulation the
i1 "secondary electron is assumed to add the

a effective ion current through the HVSA and
S not to influence the structure of the ion

sheath, which are proved as follows. The
L / mo(i secondary electron forms electron space
.3.0 0/ake charge sheath between the ion space charge

I _ E sheath and the HVSA. Under assumption of
.4\O0 cn- 40e\ one-dimensional and ignorance of particle

initial energy, a point where the right
V m/V.2 L i/L.. hand side of Poisson's equation vanishes
-2k\/-250 4.4cm/.m can be considered as a boundary between the

CL ul/moe ion and the secondary electron sheathes.
1. 3.0 00,,ake The thickness ratio of the ion and electron

space charge sheathes. q and D, can be
19. 14 2ompari -oi of lon curlent den; t.\ written as:

with experimnentat and nlumlerit cal ies5ilt at
a-, ke iode.
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S-m sheath so that the dim area enlarges, that
= ( f,.--2 )'3 (12) is to say. the focusing effect ,:.

D . iI

The condition interested in this study The luminosity pattern in Fig. 12
reveal that the electron sheath is thin resembles the pattern of the calculated ion
enough to be neglected due to smaller mass current density in Fig. 13. Qualitative
of the electron. The above discussion also comparison between them can not be carried
tells that the electrons exhausted from the out since there are no basis to correspond
emissive probe little affect the ion the luminescence to the current density.
sheath. Figure 14. however, shows quantitative

agreement between the calculation and the
Ion Drag and Lift experiment in spite of low spacial

resolution.
Comparison between the numreical and

the experimental results is represented in The numerical and the experimental
Fig. 5. They are in good agreement, simulation find the corner parts on the

HVSA collect a considerable sum of the ion
The generation of thrust by the ion current. The result of the eroded electrode

force is confirmed by the numerical and the supports this and concerns the endurance of
experimental simulations as shown in the practical HVSA.
Fig. 5. The ion particles with zero initial
velocity. when viewed from the coordinate Interference of Practical HVSA
system fixed to the ionosphere, are
.cceelerated by the array potential and The experiment supports the
lea'e backward of the HVSA with large quantitative validity of our numerical
reflection velocity losing electric charge simulation code as stated above. The
and accompanying the sputtered atoms after interference of the practical HVSA can be
the collision. In other words, the HVSA simulated numerically. The practical HVSA
behaves like an ion engine using was assumed to have 10 m span. 3 m chord
ionospheric plasma as propellant, and linear potential distribution which

minimum voltage -1 kV at wing tip in LEO.
The ion force is found to be composed The maximum drain power was about 0.3 % of

of those by the back scattering Fbs and 'by the generated power at the ram mode and
the sputtering Fs,. The back scattering regarded as insignificant. On the other
means the reflection of the primary hand. the maximum ion drag was about 20 %
particle, whereas the sputtering that of of the aerodynamic drag at the ram mode.
the secondary. Their ratio is estimated as The ion thrust was also generated according
f,:locs: to the angle of attack. The ion force.

therefore, may affect the dynamics of the
FP rS mEs, spacecraft equipped the HVSA. The leading
-F - . - (13) edge, the wing tip and corners biased

deeply negative collected a considerable
.nsertting the values to these parameters, sum of the ion current. The experimental

i-,.. :. is found to equal results predict these parts of the HVSA are
niart[Iy unity, which is uncertain for lack eroded by the sputtering. The low bus
,)i e-:act data. It is found both the back voltage below the thresold value of the
c ttering and the sputtering contribute to sputtering used in the space at present

tie ion force, never cause this type of erosion of the
solar cell surface. As rising the bus

Potential Distribution voltage this phenomena may become
significant for the endurance of the HVSA

The ion sheath could be observed as and lead us to select the materials
the dark area because the radiative resistant against the sputtering in the
recombination can not occur for lack of development of the solar array.
plasma as shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. The
luminosity of the radiative recombination 7.Concluding Remarks
mu5s t change drastically in the thermal
sheath which is very thin and locates At first, the validity of our modeling
hetween the uniform plasma and the ion was examined and confirmed by the
sheath. The border of the observed dark experiments. The macroscopic data such as
diea. therefore, can be consider to equal total ion current and ion drag and lift.
the edge of the ion sheath. The results by were obtained and showed in good agreement
using the emissive probe can be compared with the numerical results. The
..ith those by the numerical simulation in distributions of the space potential and
Figs. 9. 10 and 11. The data by the the ion current density were measured which
emissive probe of -40 V and -400 V could be compared with the calculation. The
:orrespond to the curves of 0=1 and 6=10, agreements between the experimental and
espectively because of 40 eV beam energy. numerical simulations verified validity of
They agree well with each other. The our assumption and modeling about the
numerical simulation code can describe the interaction of the HVSA with the
transform of the sheath due to the ion beam ionospheric plasma. The numerical
orientation. simulation code. therefore, can describe

quantitatively the interference of the HVSA
lon Current Distribution of arbitrary configuration. In addition to

well-known interferences, the generation of
The arched dim area along the model the ion force and the surface degradation

edge varied depending on the plasma density by the sputtering were found.
and the array potential. The thicker the
ion sheath becomes, the more strongly the In this study. the following results-
ion trajectories are deflected in the- were obtained.
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1) The validity of our assumptions and
modeling were examined and confirmed by the
experiment.

2) The numerical simulation code was
developed. The experimental simulation
supported the validity of the numerical
code.

3) As for the interaction of the
practical HVSA in LEO the drain power, the
ion force and the erosion of the solar
cells were taken into account.
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